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fhe Austrqliqnisqtion
of RoYer

The initial design was so good it
has withstood the ravages of time,
but the engineers had to test it in
Australia to recognise its
shortcomings.

by David Robertson

T HE ROVER 3500, a car which
I represents a little piece of England

to many of its buyers, has been"Australianised" as much . as possible
over the last few years. A team of
engineers from the UK spent weeks
thrashing about the bush last year, sub-
jecting the car to gravel roads, dust and
high temperatures, trying to pinpoint its
weaknesses.

Suspension settings, cooling ability
and noise and dust sealing were just
some of the areas under test and, while
there are those who would criticise the
Poms for taking so long to get around to
it, the fact that they came was tacit
recognition by a major importer that the
demands of this market are unique.

It would have been nice had they done
the same before the SDI replaced the old
P6-bodied Rover 3500 in the late 1970s.
Perhaps that was too much , to expect

70

before Japanese - and European -
competit ion intensified ...

The interesting thing, to me, is that the
Rover has grown old so gracefully. It
isn't a new design by any means, yet that
rounded hatchback styling remains fair-
ly fresh and as practical as ever.

There are still some infuriating aspects
to the car. The steering wheel isn't round,
for instance, it's oval and its thick rim
and dished centre boss design is a literal
pain in the hand with prolonged use.

Its power-assisted rack and pinion
steering, while pretty quick with just 2.7
turns lock to lock, feels totally dead. You
just guess, until you get used to the car,
what the front wheels are doing.

The same holds true for the powered
front disc./rear drum brakes. Thev haul
the big 1958 kg gross weight car up well
enough, but the pedal feels as yielding
and progressive as a brick.

The all-alloy 3528 cm3 V8 engine is
starting to show its age, too, with noise
levels under hard throttle that are simply
too high. It hasn't got louder, com-
petitors' donks have just got quieter or
the aerodynamics and noise, vibration
and harshness standards of their cars
have all been improved.

Those are the negatives, but what

about some of the Rover's pluses?
Well, for a start, it's a pretty roomy

and well equipped machine with a
firmish but comfortable ride, good road
holding and fairly sporting performance.
It seems to be particularly well finished.
Certainly the latest examples are better
built than they used to be.

It's sold in two versions, the $31,400
SE and $35.550 Vanden Plas. About 800
a year find buyers, who choose them
ahead of the Volvo 760 GLE, Saab
Turbo, Audi 100, BMW 528i or the big
Ford LTD.

They get a good dollop of "fruit" for
their cash or monthly lease payments,
with all models boasting integrated air
conditioning, automatic transmission,
power steering, central locking, electric
windows and door mirrors and good
quality audio gear. The Vanden Plas, in
addition, is fitted with an electric
sunroof, ciuise control, headlight
washers and stylish cast alloy wheels.

The undersquare (88.9 mm bore x 7l.l
mm stroke) 3.5-litre V8 (originally, as
most folk knowo a Buick design)
develops 106 kW power at 5000 rpm3nd
245 Nm torque at 3000 rpm and is fed by
a Lucas fuel injection system. With a
compression ratio of only 8.13 to l, it
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will run happily on standard petrol.
Not much happens under about 3000

rpm. But it pulls strongly and con-
tinuously from then on and against the
clock the big Rover is, in fact, no slouch.
The engine is very quiet at idle and its
mid-range performance and good low-
speed torque make it useful for towing.

The standard three-speed automatic
gearbox slips neatly and unobtrusively
between gears under normal throttle
loads but gets a bit jerky when the
pressure's on. Ratios are fairly good for
flexibility with a final drive of 3.08 to I
giving 38 km,/h per 1000 rpm, which
gives 188 km,/h at rnaximum power.

Rover's live axle with torque tube rear
suspension incorporates a hydraulic self-
levelling device and it is noticeable,
under hard acceleration, that the back of
the car seems to rise up instead of squat
down. MacPherson struts with a lower
link and fore and aft location by an anti-
roll bar are used at the front.

It is a fairly big car,4698 mm long by
1768 mm wide and 1382 mm tall. The
2815 mm wheelbase and 1506 mm wide
tracks front and rear play a significant
part in improving stability and ride
quality on the road.

Re-tuning of spring and damper
settings has eliminated much of the
thump and bump from the rear suspen-
sion encountered on earlier models. It
still rides fairly firmly, but there's much
better ride compliance and comfort
levels on all kinds of surfaces are high.

It sits reasonably flat through bends,
running wide in mild, easily corrected
understeer at moderate speeds. Pushed
hard it reverts to an oversteer posture,
telegraphing its intentions well in ad-
vance and remaining responsive to steer-
ing and throttle inputs.

The brake pedal may lack feel but the
power-assisted ventilated front discs and
rear drum braking system certainly have
the ability to haul the big car up easily

enough and appear to resist fade and
total lock-up. The front brakes always
locked before the rears and the car
remained stable and easy to control in a
series of simulated emergency stops.

The cabin is a shade low-roofed and
tall rear seat occupants notice it most.
Leg room is good in front and fair in the
back. The big rear hatch (with heated
window and washer,/wiper) lifts on gas
struts to reveal a cavernous, fully
carpeted and trimmed load area that's
fairly deep. If more space is needed the
rear seat back folds flat.

The cabin is plushly finished with soft
velour trim on the buckets and bench of
the standard model and rich Connelly
hide on the Vanden Plas. Polished burr
walnut fascia panels and door inserts are
another little touch on the Vanden Plas
that emphasise its British heritage. Shag
pile footwell rugs complement the fully
carpeted interior.

The driving position is a shade low for
smaller drivers and there's no height
adjustment on the bucket seat. In-
strumentation is comprehensive, easy to
see and read with a large speedometer
and tachometer flanked by gauges along
the top of the moulded dash for fuel,
coolant temperature and oil pressure.

A series of warning lights in a cluster
indicate everything from low fuel and oil
pressure to low brake fluid, brake line
failure, pad wear and bulb failures.

The Rover has two lockable
gloveboxes, one at the driver's side
under the steering wheel.

According to official A52077 tests the
Rover 3500 uses 15 l itres per 100 km on
the city cycle and 9.5 on the highway
cycle. On test it averaged 15.2 l/100 km.

All up the Rover is elegant, classically
styled and beautifully finished. And now
that it's been beefed up to cope with
Australian conditions it's one which
should prove an even stronger com-
petitor in the $30,000 + market. T

LrsT pR1cE............ .............. $35,550
PRICE AS TESTED. ............. $35.550
Includes ootions: Nons


